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CAP Disbanded!?
The Conservation Advisory Panel (CAP) is under
threat. As I write this article, a paper has been
prepared for presentation at this the Regulatory
Committee meeting this Thursday 23rd July. It
appears in the agenda at page 117 - the last item in
the agenda. Is this another attempt to “bury” an item
so that it is “rubber stamped” as all councillors will
be eyeing their watches by the end of a long
meeting. The Wanstead Society have lobbied our
local councillors, some of whom sit on this
committee, in order to make a number of changes.
First we have requested that the item is so
important that it should be elevated to the start of
the meeting. Second we feel that it requires a
debate , so that all councillors present fully
understand the implications of scrapping CAP. Third
we need to dismiss the alternative being proposed -
namely a twice yearly forum.
Let us explain these points in a little more detail. In
order to understand the importance of CAP, we need
to introduce the “ground rules”. Any area designated a
Conservation Area is awarded special protection. No
building can be demolished or new one erected unless
the style and materials used match the surrounding
architecture. This is described as “Preserve and/or
enhance” the character and status of the area. All
trees are protected, and especially any grade listed
buildings. These are buildings considered to be of
great architectural or historic interest. Without CAP,
many councillors might be unaware that an application
is about a site within a conservation area.
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Whilst it is true that CAP does not have any statutory
powers (i.e. they cannot make decisions, merely
advise), the membership consists of a significant
number of lay members (non councillors) with an
understanding of the special needs of conservation
areas.
In order to address these special needs, councillors
need to be reminded that lay members are unpaid
and therefore the panel is one of the cheaper
options open to them. Money could be better saved
elsewhere. It also serves to link the councillors and
their decisions over planning to the local residents.
Too often we feel that the councillors are esconsed
in their ivory towers with no handle on reality.
All planning applications come with a statutory time
limit attached. Failure to make a decision within this
time lays the council open to a “non determination”
appeal to the Planning Inspectorate in Bristol, and
often an associated fine. The time limit is 6 weeks.
This immediately invalidates a forum that only meets
every six months, as an application involving a
conservation area site could only be taken to the
forum for two months out of the year. This begs the
question “What happens to any and all conservation
area applications during the remaining ten months?”
Whilst Wanstead may have more than its fair share
of conservation areas in the borough, and boasts the
only Grade I listed building in Redbridge (St Mary’s
Church in Overton Drive), there are other areas of
interest and other Grade listed buildings elsewhere,
all of which will be put at risk if CAP is disbanded.
There are numerous Grade II and Grade II* listed
buildings and sites, dotted across the borough, so
this decision will not only affect Wanstead and
Snaresbrook, but the entire borough. All the
conservation areas and sites of special interest are
listed on the Redbridge website.
 Redbridge will become a developers paradise with
unsuitable applications being submitted regardless
of any local considerations. Wanstead, instead of
remaining a pleasant place in which to live, will fall
by the wayside.
Let us all hope that sense prevails at the Regulatory
meeting on Thursday.
By the time you read this article, the Regulatory
Meeting will have met and a decision made. For the
sake of our heritage and history, let us hope that the
correct decision has been reached and that CAP
remains a viable panel.



NHS Health in Redbridge - An Update
What, I hear you ask, has been happening about the
NHS in Redbridge? Where does Redbridge stand in
the great scheme of things across the country? The
news is not good, I’m afraid. It is a very complex
issue, but lets try to bring it up to date.
Some time ago, the Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) in Redbridge issued a consultation document
misleadingly entitled “Making Intermediate Care
Better”. At first glance, you would be forgiven in
thinking that it was about increasing the number of
Intermediate Care beds available in the borough.
However, the actual document was about reducing
the number of beds from 104 to 40-61. At the same
time, two care teams were being introduced to look
after the rehabilitation needs of (mostly elderly)
patients at home. This is the current view of the NHS
overall - that people respond better to the aftercare
needed at home rather than in a hospital
environment. We agree that, for some patients, this
is indeed a better use of facilities - but not for all!
Some (again, mostly elderly) patients need to be
assessed first before being sent home to make sure
that they are fit and well enough to look after
themselves. This type of assessment is best carried
out in a rehabilitation ward. Rehabilitation wards are
not like acute illness wards. They are often purpose
built and have easy access to a wheelchair friendly
garden area, a day room where patients can mingle
and interact with each other. There is also a kitchen
where the patient can prepare and cook their own
food - under supervision of course! In this way, the
nursing staff can observe any strengths and
weaknesses. Physiotherapy is also available to help
with restoring full use of limbs etc.
This type of work cannot be carried out by the care
teams as they only operate from 8.00am to
10.00pm. Outside these hours, the only recourse is
to summon an ambulance in an emergency. As most
falls suffered by elderly people will happen at night,
when they wake up and want to go to the bathroom,
this puts an added strain on the emergency services
and ultimately the nearest A&E ward.
Another part of the consultation was concerned with
how the number of intermediate care beds could be
reduced to the new figures. The plan therefore included
the closure of the two remaining wards at Wanstead
Hospital - namely Galleon and Heronwood. These
wards are due to close this September. Patients
currently using this facility (and only Galleon is
currently in use, Heronwood has been prevented from
admitting any new patients for  some considerable
time!) will need to be moved. Despite frequent requests
from both residents groups (such as Healthwatch and
the Wanstead and Snaresbrook Residents’ Alliance),
no alternatives were immdiately forthcoming. Even the
Health Scrutiny Committee (HSC) of Redbridge
Council could not get any satisfactory answers. At the
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beginning of this year, it was agreed that the HSC
would write to the Secretary of State, asking for the
matter to be referred to the Independent
Reconfiguration Panel (IRP) for them to make an
independent assessment. Unfortunately, although
there was abundant evidence that the consultation
process was flawed, none of this evidence was
actually submitted with the letter. So the Secretary
of State wrote back saying that there was no
evidence. Far from rejecting the matter out of hand
though, he requested that the evidence be
submitted.
However, in another time-wasting meeting, it was
decided to select a working group to see if the
evidence was sufficient, and at the same time to
request further detailed information from the Redbridge
Clinical Commissioning Group (RCCG), as the exact
nature and whereabouts of the wards to replace the 48
at Wanstead Hospital were still vague and with no
detailed plans of how the transition should be
attempted.
Meanwhile, NHS England had issued a guarantee that
any replacement for the beds at Wanstead Hospital
must match or exceed the facilities at Wanstead. The
Care Quality Commission (CQC) awarded Wanstead
Hospital an “Excellent” rating in May 2013.So before
any replacement facility can open, it must achieve at
least an “excellent” rating from the CQC.
Finally the HSC was told by the RCCG that three
wards at King George Hospital would be made
available and turned over to intermediate care use.
These were Erica, Japonica and Jasmine. At the same
time, the HSC announced that both councillors and
members of the public were free to visit the wards at
KGH to inspect them for suitability. The Wanstead
Society, through their joint operation, WaSRA,
immediately requested a visit  Initially we were
welcomed, but as the day of the visit drew near,
obstacles started appearing. First the wards weren’t
ready, then it would have to be after the planned
refurbishment had begun. The councillors fared no
better. They were told that the visit would have to be
“signed off” before a visit could be organised.
It is our belief that, even if the plans were finalised,
tendering for the refurbishment done, wards cleared
of their current occupants (where would they go?),
the wards could not be opened to Intermediate care
patients and receive an “excellence” rating from the
CQC by September. This is the planned closure
date for Galleon and Heronwood wards. Any
patients still there at that time would also need to be
accommodated somewhere.
Given that the RCCG have had over a year to
complete this work since their consultation
document was issued, the whole situation is an utter
shambles. No one emerges from this debacle with
any integrity whatsoever.



Marian’s Gardening Report
The Fountain Beds in Bloom

These are the two raised beds built around the old
Victorian drinking fountain and horse trough on George
Green. The one nearest the station we call the Daisy bed
because we all enjoyed so much plants donated by Daisy
the flower shop in the autumn. They were the walking
wounded but my goodness, did they sing and dance for
us in spring! Such a delight! The other bed stayed empty
for some time because we wanted to sow seeds.
Eventually, we did but nothing happened and nothing
happened and nothing continued to happen. We can’t
water and it has been a dry summer. Suddenly those
pesky seeds decided to pull their socks up and put in an
appearance. Feeble at first then seemingly out of
nothing, the bed was full of cornflowers, poppies, daisies
and many unknowns and beautifuls. To the fore, were
large stands of Rocket which we’ve been eating all
summer. Wansteadiums and our insect population have
loved it.
This being our first year with these beds, it’s been a
learning curve. They are very exposed to sun and wind
and we must be prepared for dry summers. Next year,
we’ll probably try a mixture of plants, (our own and
hopefully more walking wounded from Daisy).  We’ll sow
seeds much earlier and might even get a second sowing
in for the end of the year.

Wanstead Community Gardeners
This was the group who got together last April to try to
make a visit to Wanstead Station a more pleasurable
experience.  I posted an article on the Wansteadium our
local website concerning all things Wanstead and
secured a pool of volunteers keen on making a
difference.  Most of them were not gardeners (no
problem) and there were new families with young
children keen to get involved.  We’ve really enjoyed our
efforts and so have the commuters. You might have
noticed the little hand painted slate signs with
“Wanstead Community Gardeners” on each patch.
These are made by an artistic member of the group.
We put them there so that people realise the patches
are not accidental or done by the council but are created
by locals, real people.  Work parties are usually on a
Sunday morning but there are other days too.
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People come to help as and when they can. If you’d like
to join us, please leave a note at the Wanstead House
office “for the attn of The Wanstead Society” or email me
on mariantemple43@gmail.com

Canadian Fleabane (a Wanstead
Bane?)

Now that the council have
run out of cash and have
stopped spraying our tree
surrounds and pavement
cracks to death, there are
all sorts of delights
popping up in cracks,
poppies, linaria, even
lavender seedlings.
There are the usual
wayside weeds but one
in particular will probably
take over Wanstead and
the world. I have to
admire its sneakiness. It’s
quite a strapping looking

thing and as most people assume that weeds are weedy
looking and garden plants are legal looking, it escapes
attention and sends its thousands of seeds to populate
any crack in the pavement or unsuspecting garden.
From its leaves, it looks like a tall wallflower, or maybe a
golden rod. It goes from bud to fluffy seed head with
amazing speed.  The flowers are totally unnoticeable. It
can be a mere 6” high or a strapping 3 foot mini shrub. I
would suggest that people get rid of it as soon as they
see it. Once it is covered with fluffy seed heads, it’s much
more difficult to deal with and needs to be carefully cut
from the base and put into a plastic bag to prevent the
seeds flying to pastures new.
We are into a new era now with money being in such short
supply.  Things that were automatically done by the council
in the past are no longer being done. So maybe we have to
readjust our thinking, keep an eye on our public spaces and
be more proactive if bodily condition allows.  Hoiking out
Canadian fleabane on sight would be a good start, not too
arduous in fact probably good exercise.
The silver lining to the Canadian fleabane cloud. Perhaps
in a strange way, we owe our much loved Corner House
Garden (the one on the High St opposite the Coop) to this
particular weed. Some years ago I had been watching with
sinking heart the demise of this garden. Not only was it full
of take away rubbish, but had spawned a bonsa harvest of
Canadian fleabane loaded with fluffy seed heads just waiting
for the first breath of wind to send seeds all over Wanstead.
This was the straw that broke the camel’s back and had me
reaching for my secateurs. All was cut and carefully put in
plastic sacks. Something more long term was needed for
this prime garden patch on the High Street. The Wanstead
Society approached the council with the idea of taking it over
as an honorary Wanstead flower bed.  All was agreed and
hey presto! We have had 13 years of that lovely High Street
cottage garden.  Many thanks to Candadian fleabane, but
please rip it up when you see it.



Payment Details

There are a number of different ways in which you
can join the society, or renew your existing
membership. These are:

● Cheque
● Paypal (online)
● Standing Order
● Cash

Please note that annual membership is now £8. We
also have a Life Membership option at £150.

Cheques should be made payable to The Wanstead
Society, and can be sent directly to the Treasurer
Please remember to include your name and address
for our records. It would also be useful to tell us of
any preferences you have, such as how you would
like to receive this newsletter. We are happy to send
out the newsletter either by post or by email.
Requesting the newsletter by email helps us to save
money on postage. Just let us know when you join
or renew your membership.

Join or renew via our website using Paypal:
www.wansteadsociety.org.uk

You can contact us by email:
info@wansteadsociety.org.uk

If you have a news item or letter to the editor, then
email us at:
news@wansteadsociety.org.uk

You can also write to us at The Wanstead Society,
c/o Wanstead House, 21 The Green, London E11
2NT

Or you can approach any member of the Executive
Committee.

The Wanstead Society
www.wansteadsociety.org.uk
info@wansteadsociety.org.uk
news@wansteadsociety.org.uk
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sales@newnorthpress.co.uk
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The Guercino Painting
In the last newsletter, we reported that the painting
behind the altar at St Mary’s Church in Overton
Drive had been identified as the work of a pupil of
the Italian artist Guercino. The Courtauld Institute
had dated the painting to the exact period when
Guercino was operating his studio and felt that the
work was a copy of the Guercino original hanging in
the Chicago Art Gallery. Unfortunately, the painting
has suffered some damage over the years as well
as a lot of dirt. All of which could be renovated and
restored - at a cost. The Parochial Church Council
decided that the painting should be preserved for
the parish and have started a restoration fund.
The provenance of the painting is unknown. It can
be traced back to an earlier time when it was
transported from Christ Church to St Mary’s.
However, there is no record of how it came to be at
Christ Church. Presumably, the benefactor had
brought the painting from a Grand Tour of Italy and
had bequeathed it to the church. But this is only
conjecture.
The painting is currently with the restorer, who has,
we believe, started work on the restoration process,
even though the full funds have not yet materialised.
There are a number of ways in which you can add to
the funds if you so wish. First, a direct donation, as
the Wanstead Society have done. This fund will stay
open for the duration of the fund raising period. In
addition, there will be a number of specific events
laid on - usually at St Mary’s church - with entrance /
retiring monies being added to the fund.
One such event is a musical evening at St Mary’s
Church on Saturday 26th September 2015. This is a
concert given by Barbara Bines (Soprano) and
Judith Fisher (mezzo) with Christ Church’s own
Music Director, David Todd, accompanying them.
The concert is due to start at 7.30pm and will
include light classical music pieces, both as duets
and solos. The title of the evening is “Musical
Miscellany” by “Harmony 2 Blend”, and the entrance
will cost £10 per ticket, all of which goes towards the
restoration fund. We hope it will be an interesting
evening of music - some well known, other pieces
not so well known - but all enjoyable. There will be a
short interval, during which light refreshments (wine
and/or soft drinks) will be served. The cost of a glass
is included in the ticket price.
And don’t forget, the entrance fee all goes towards
the “Guercino Project” - the restoration of the
painting identified as painted in the studio of
Guercino (so under his tutelage) by one of his
students, and is a copy of Guercino’s original
painting, currently on display in the Chicago
Museum of Art in the United States of America.
Remember that the painting is currently with the
restorers and will be returned to St Mary’s church
when the restoration is complete.


